
Products Description

Product Show

Product Quality
Integrated industrial-level battery inside. When vehicles encounter collision, MDVR supports 10s
delay recording for data protection.



Industrial rubber bracket to prevent the collision of hard disk in the process of driving, to protect
the data security of hard disk. Exclusive damping technology to build military grade quality.

Choose the electronic material of industrial grade specification, ensure the life of the
component and the stability of the whole machine.



Monitoring Management Platform
RMVS is a system of centralized management and monitoring of all kinds of vehicles based on
wireless network. Perform Real-time Monitoring, GPS tracking, Video storage, Vehicle
scheduling, Intercom and Alarm, etc. This product link is for basic model, without 3G/4G/WIFI/GPS
function. For more function, pls contact sales person to know more function of RMVS.

Application samples
This model can be applied in multiple kinds of vehicles.
Contact salesperson to for the best solution for your case.



Accessories along with MDVR

 
Specification



Item Parameter
OS Linux
Video Input 4CH 720P AHD
Video Output 1CH CVBS+ VGA output for optional, 1.0Vp-p, 75Ω
Audio Input 4CH ,Aviation Plug
Audio Output 1CH, rear port connects to BNC connector.
Alarm Input 6CH IO Alarm Input, Support alarm linkage function

Alarm Output 2CH Relay Alarm Output, Support the linkage acousto-optic alarm, cut off
fuel oil/power,etc

Communication Interface
1CH RS232, support extension device, such as POS machine, Oil Fuel
sensor, LED advertising screen, etc.
1CH 485 interface, can connect PTZ, etc.
2CH CAN interface.

Wireless transfer Support Built-in 3G network, WCDMA,CDMA2000,TD-SCDMA compatible
with GPRS,EDGE; Support Built-in 4G network, TTD-LTE, FDD-LTE

G-Sensor Support G-sensor
Company Profile
Shenzhen Richmor Technology Development Co., Ltd. is a TOP high-tech enterprise/
manufacturer specialized in digital and intelligent mobile video surveillance products, with rich
experiences for developing, producing and selling over 13 years. Product Mainly includes 3G 4G SD
card/HDD mobile DVRs, ADAS DSM BSD AI mobile DVRs, MINI DVRs, HD vehicle camera
etc. As a professional manufacturer, we oncentrate ourselves on providing customers with most
advanced technologies and products with highest quality.




